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EXEO DUO™ in Mensa Mind Games® competition
Games by BRIGHT of Sweden are happy to announce our EXEO DUO™ is approved for competition
in Mensa Mind Games® 2017.
EXEO DUO™ is approved for the Mensa Mind Games® competition and is now in the run for a
Mensa Select® seal. The competition is taking place in Washington D.C., April 21-23, and more than
50 games are in the pursuit of the Mensa Select® seal.
Every year, American Mensans get together for a weekend playing and rating new games.
The games played are nominated to compete in the Mensa Mind Games® competition; a prestigious
competetition where winning means the most avid game-players in the US have judged your game
to be the best. Winners get the Mensa Select® seal; the “gold standard of gaming”.

Read more about Mensa Mind Games at www.mensamindgames.com
We are very proud to have our EXEO DUO™ nominated for Mensa Mind Games.
2016, our Geometry Strategy® competed in the same prestigious competition.

EXEO DUO™ - The strategy game where you play both sides.
Just you, your opponent and your pieces.
A battle of minds where the board is divided – and your game is actually two.
In this new strategic game for 2 players, you aim to exit your pieces. The board’s two halfs make
you play both sides simultaneously to get your pieces out. EXEO DUO™ is a battle of minds;
just a board, two players and their pieces. First player to exit their 4 pairs is the winner.
It takes approximately 30-90 minutes to play.
The game box includes 1 game board, 2 sets of 8 playing pieces and 1 Instruction booklet with
instructions in 8 languages (English, Spanish, French, German, Swedish, Norwegian, Danish,
Finnish). EXEO DUO™ is available from April/May 2017.
For more information you are warmly welcome to visit our website at: www.gamesofsweden.se

